Training Children To Listen To Your Voice
David Reynolds


Children Need Parents Who Are Willing To
Tell them exactly what conduct is needed
	When it is needed 
Are willing to take action to enforce these requests
Children need parents who will train them to obey when the parent speaks


Ways To Train Children To Listen To Your Voice
Parents need to talk less and act more
	Parents should not raise their voice when giving instructions
	Parents should never use the voice as a destructive instrument of punishment
	Parents should never use the voice to argue with a child


Parents Need To Talk Less And Act More
Speak no more than two times
	The first is a request, the second a command
With the command voice, the voice changes so there is no doubt as to its meaning


Parents Should Not Raise Their Voice When Giving Instructions
You cannot train a horse with shouts and expect it to obey a whisper" - Dogobert D. Runes
	You do not need to raise your voice to get obedience
	Usually the parents who repeat their commands five and six times find their volume increasing each time, until they are yelling from frustration
	It is this frustration that finally rouses them to action
	But the action now is hurtful because it is done in anger


Parents Should Never Use The Voice As A Destructive Instrument Of Punishment
Never destroy the self-esteem or dignity of a child by harsh or degrading language
	"Why did you do that? You're just stupid!"
	Words such as these are really child abuse
	It is verbal abuse and creates wounds that never heal
	They hurt much more than a spanking ever does

Parents Should Never Use The Voice To Argue With A Child
Train your children to listen the first time you speak—not because of the volume, nor the anger in your voice; but because of the action that comes if your commands are not obeyed
	You should always speak in a kind, but firm voice; in language which leaves no doubt what action is required on the part of the child
	Speak in an 'I mean it' tone—that leaves no doubt that you will take firm action if the command is not obeyed
	Your voice should always convey your love and respect for your children 
You should expect the same in return
Your voice should communicate what you expect, when you expect it, and the reasons for your expectations

Training Your Toddler To Stay In The Sanctuary
Toddlers do have legitimate needs which we must meet before we can train
	Toddlers, at times, need to be disciplined for self-will and direct disobedience
	For this, they need a spanking—in private
	Training a child to love and stay in church takes time and attention
	Training takes a plan, a parent consistently carrying out the plan, love, patience on the part of the parent, as well as the saints all around them 

How Then Do You Train Your Toddler To Love And Stay In Church? 
Train yourself to stay in the sanctuary
	Never train a toddler to love and enjoy the foyer
	Make time in the sanctuary pleasant and loving, they will desire to be in church
	Catch them doing the correct thing in church and pay attention to it
	During worship times, use and encourage the child's need for activity in singing, clapping, standing, lifting hands and praising God - include them
While the preaching is taking place, rock them or rub their back and arms
	Provide a very special Bible picture book which can only be looked at during the preaching
	You train toddlers to stay in the sanctuary by making it interesting and loving in the church and unpleasant and boring in the vestibule or restroom
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